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ABSTRACT
The University of Maryland Space Systems Laboratory is currently developing two flight-ready smallsats to
demonstrate and validate the critical technologies for this new class of smallsat servicing system. The DYnamic
FLight MAnipulation EXperiment (DYMAFLEX) , supported by the U. S. Air Force University Nanosat Program,
is a smallsat incorporating a four degree-of-freedom high-performance manipulator and a fully maneuvering
spacecraft bus, including a cold-gas reaction control system. Unlike past manipulator-equipped spacecraft such as
ETS-VII or Orbital Express, the DYMAFLEX manipulator inertia (depending on payload) equals or exceeds that of
the spacecraft bus, resulting in significant base reaction dynamics in response to arm motion. The goal of this
mission, demonstrating the capability to adapt and control base motion during manipulator operations, is critical for
the use of manipulators on very small spacecraft. Exo-SPHERES, supported by DARPA and NASA, is a program to
develop a protoflight version of a 50-kg spacecraft intended to perform inspection and maintenance tasks on the
International Space Station. Constrained to egress and ingress via the Japanese KIBO airlock, this system will
implement an advanced modular smallsat architecture to support a large range of potential mission targets. The
Smallsat Concept for Advanced Manipulation and Proximity operations (SCAMP) system has been proposed as a
fully dexterous flight demonstration of smallsat servicing. Based on technologies from DYMAFLEX and ExoSPHERES, SCAMP will be capable of equivalent dexterity to a human in a space suit, and will be used to
demonstration both on-orbit proximity operations as well as capture and berthing and dexterous servicing
operations.
INTRODUCTION

The second caveat was that the servicing missions must
be of a smaller scale (physically and fiscally) than the
satellite being repaired. If the robotic servicing vehicle
is the same mass as the target satellite, it is easy to
show that the best business case can be made for
replacing the broken satellite with a new one, gaining
the advantages of advanced technologies in the process.
Even a comparatively smaller concept such as the
Ranger Telerobotic Flight Experiment (TFX) proposed
by the SSL in 1993 would have been an 800 kg
servicer, and would require a similar Delta II-class
launch vehicle used by the majority of communications
satellites currently in GEO. Although schemes are often
proposed to address this issue by planning on multiple
servicing targets in a single mission, the risk elements
of this approach (along with the risk adversity of the
satellite owners) have mitigated against the acceptance
of this rationale.

In 2005, the University of Maryland (UMd) Space
Systems Laboratory (SSL) completed a comprehensive
study of on-orbit failures of commercial
communications satellites in geostationary orbit (GEO),
along with an assessment of the feasibility of on-orbit
servicing to remediate the failures and return the
satellites to operational status. The report concluded
that, in the vast majority of cases, on-orbit servicing
would be technologically feasible; it would also be
economically viable, with a potential market which
could reach $3-5B per year.1
Two caveats came with this analysis, however. The first
concerned the required scope of servicing. The study
identified two “low-hanging” missions - refueling and
orbital transfer - which were relatively easy, and, in
fact, both are being addressed today by recently-created
commercial entities aimed at supplying this capability
in space in the coming years. However, each of these
categories only captured about 20% of the servicing
market. The other 60% of the market required an
equivalent dexterous servicing capability to that of a
space-suited human in extravehicular activity (EVA),
such as the servicing missions to Hubble Space
Telescope.2
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Other than dropping the idea of commercial dexterous
servicing, the appropriate response was to drive the
technology to make servicing feasible in smaller and
smaller orbital vehicles. This is the approach the SSL
has been undertaking for almost a decade now, and is
represented in this paper detailing active flight
programs and future mission proposals to flight test and
1
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D Y N A M I C M A N I P U L AT I O N F L I G H T
EXPERIMENT (DYMAFLEX)
The basic concept of the DYMAFLEX spacecraft,
shown in Figure 2, is a 50-kg class three-axis stabilized
spacecraft bus with a surface-mounted 4 DOF
dexterous manipulator. Since the disturbance torques of
the manipulator motion will greatly exceed that
available from momentum-control devices such as
reaction wheels or control moment gyros, this
spacecraft bus will incorporate a CO2-based cold gas
reaction control system.
The DYMAFLEX spacecraft design is driven by the
requriements and philosophy of the USAF University
Nanosat Program, which emphasizes simplicity and
robustness over enhanced capabilities or technological
“elegance”. The spacecraft bus is based on a 16”
octagonal monocoque aluminum structure. Interior to
the spacecraft are the avionics, cold-gas reaction control
system, and batteries. Four solar array panels are
surface-mounted for power generation in almost any
orientation. The 4 degree of freedom (DOF)
manipulator arm is mounted on a front face of the
spacecraft bus, and is stowed to the front face for
launch. Manipulator test articles, such as assorted
payload masses, are also carried in releasable mounts
on the front face of the spacecraft.

Figure 1 - Ranger Telerobotic Flight Experiment
(TFX) dexterous robotic servicer concept
demonstrate smallsat-based dexterous on-orbit
servicing.
In order to extend dexterous robotic servicing
capabilities into smallsat-class vehicles, three critical
steps must be verified via on-orbit demonstration
missions. The first critical technology is the ability to
retain attitude control of the spacecraft bus despite
aggressive motion of onboard manipulators. Unlike the
remote manipulator system on the space shuttle orbiter
or international space station, the robotic manipulators
on smallsats may well have inertias which are
comparable to, or even exceed, that of the spacecraft
bus. The DYnamic MAnipulation FLight EXperiment
(DYMAFLEX) mission is currently under development
via the USAF University Nanosat Program (UNP), and
will directly address this technological issue. The
second is to develop an extensible spacecraft
architecture which will allow simple changes to
payloads and interfaces to facilitate applications to a
wide range of possible servicing tasks. This is also
under active development at the University of Maryland
Space Systems Laboratory via the Exo-SPHERES
project, sponsored by DARPA and NASA. This vehicle
is being designed for operation on the International
Space Station, and is a modular architecture consisting
of a basic spacecraft bus, interchangeable advanced
mission packages (AMPs), and higher-performance
propulsion modules for longer range and duration
mission. The final step prior to operational applications
would be an end-to-end flight demonstration of a
vehicle with full servicing capabilities, from
rendezvous, proximity operations, and capture through
dexterous robotic servicing. This will be the purview of
the Smallsat Concept for Advanced Manipulation and
Proxops, or SCAMP concept, recently submitted for
consideration under the NASA Edison Small Spacecraft
Flight Demonstration Missions program. Each of these
three vehicles will be briefly described in this paper.
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Figure 2 - DYMAFLEX vehicle concept in operating
configuration (manipulator and antennas deployed)
Systems Definition
Robotic Systems:
The science payload of this
spacecraft consists of the robotic systems, comprised of
the manipulator arm and manipulator payloads. These
elements also drive the design requirements for the
spacecraft power and thermal systems. While robotic
systems, particularly teleoperated systems, are usually
strong drivers of the communications system, it was
deemed impractical to require an orbit that provided
sufficient contiguous ground station line-of-sight to
allow meaningful teleoperation. This payload presumes
autonomous manipulator control with technical data
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stored and downlinks during intermittent ground station
passes.
The manipulator is a flight-rated version of the Proteus
dexterous manipulator, developed in the SSL as a
lightweight dexterous manipulator. Since the only
payload for the manipulator in this mission is to
maneuver and position a tip mass, the only critical
parameters are tip position, not attitude, which would
only necessitate a 3 degree of freedom (DOF)
manipulator arm. The flight design incorporates 4 DOF,
providing a redundant degree of actuation and allowing
the arm to be configured for launch in a pose with
minimal impact on the dynamic envelope constraints on
the overall vehicle. Figure 3 shows a cross-section of a
standard actuator module, while Figure 4 shows the

Figure 4 - DYMAFLEX manipulator in stowed
configuration

Figure 3 - Proteus manipulator standard actuator in
cross-section
manipulator in its stowed configuration, and Figure 5 in
a typical operational pose.
Structures - The basic DYMAFLEX spacecraft
configuration, shown in Figure 6, is a 6061-T6 cubical
box built from six external panels bolted together. An
internal shelf is used to mount avionics, reaction
wheels, and battery packs, and locally reinforced
brackets are used to rigidly mount the manipulator
shoulder roll actuator, launch support cradles for the
arm segments, and the marmon band separation ring on
the back face of the spacecraft structure. Lightning
holes reduce total structural mass and provide access
for integration and testing, as shown in the exploded
diagram in Figure 7.

Figure 5 - DYMAFLEX manipulator in deployed
configuration
provides high assurance that the vehicle batteries will
stay charged in safe mode, but limit manipulator
operations to short intervals followed by long periods of
battery recharging. The nominal spacecraft bus is
25.2VDC unregulated, which is used to supply actuator
power for the robotic manipulator, while vehicle control
and sensor systems are powered via a regulated DC-DC
converter. Main power is drawn from a single 25.2V/
6Ahr NiCd battery pack. Charge controller circuits are
used to monitor battery status and control charging.

Power Generation and Handling - Four 14” square
solar arrays are statically mounted to the major faces of
the spacecraft bus, each providing 18 W of power if
oriented perpendicular to the sun. This approach
Akin

Attitude Determination and Control - Attitude
determination and control will be based on a low-cost
ruggedized inertial measurement unit such as the
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these systems utilize simple monopole whip antennas,
and multiple antennas are mounted around the vehicle
to ensure omnidirectional communications in all
attitudes.
Command and Data Handling Architecture: One of the
unique challenges for the DYMAFLEX project is in the
command and data handling (C&DH) architecture. The
dexterous manipulator, which requires extensive realtime transformations to perform kinematic and
dynamics calculations, requires orders of magnitude
more computational power than the spacecraft bus. This
challenge is further complicated by the severe
budgetary restrictions of this program, which prevent
any chance of procuring a high-performance radiationhardened processor for the vehicle. The approach
adopted involves the use of two processors: a radiationtolerant PIC processor for simple vehicle functions, and
a BeagleBoard XM for computationally-intensive
science functions such as manipulator control and
coupled vehicle attitude control. The two processors are
connected together and with vehicle systems (including
communictions) through an Actel field programmable
gate array (FPGA), which serves as the interface to
vehicle subsystems. The C&DH system communicates
with subsystem controllers via a variety of standard bus
architectures, most notably a CANOpen bus used for
communicating with Elmo motion controllers for each
joint of the manipulator.

Figure 6 - DYMAFLEX spacecraft in launch
configuration

DYMAFLEX Mission Operations
The DYMAFLEX mission will be controlled from a
single ground station at the University of Maryland.
During a productive (4-6 minute) pass over the ground
station, stored data will be downloaded, and new
command sequences will be uploaded. Command
sequences will be relayed back to the ground and
verified for full and correct reception before a separate
“proceed” command releases the spacecraft to perform
the next test sequence. Manipulator operations will be
spread out in time to prevent the arm from overheating
due to high motor currents, or to prevent battery charge
dropping below minimum charge levels. Test sessions
will be performed autonomously from an uploaded
schedule, planned to ensure that attitude perturbations
resulting from manipulator motion will be damped out
prior to the next communications pass. Test operations
will start as simple single-joint and coordinated arm
motion a few seconds in length, and progress to faster
and more extensive sets of trajectories. Ultimate tests
aimed at producing an adaptive nonlinear attitude
control scheme may well run 15-30 minutes in length to
produce sufficient input persistence to allow the
convergence of the control algorithms.

Figure 7 - Exploded view of DYMAFLEX structure
M e m s e n s e µI M U , a l o n g w i t h a t h r e e - a x i s
magnetometer for external attitude updates. Voltage
data from each of the solar arrays will provide
sufficient information for maintaining the solar arrays
in a sun-facing orientation and for safehold attitude
control. All active vehicle attitude control will be
performed via the cold-gas system, although magnetic
hysteresis rods will also be installed in the spacecraft
bus to dissipate rotational energy in case of a total loss
of control, or for degraded operations following the
depletion of the propellant supply.
Communications - DYMAFLEX communications will
be based on a VHF uplink at 1200 baud, and UHF
downlink at 9600 baud for basic command and control
data. This low bandwidth link can also be used for
science data downlink in a degraded operations mode,
but primary science data downloads will be
accomplished via an S-band link at 57,600/115,200
baud, depending on acceptable bit error rates. Both os
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EXO-SPHERES FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
For a number of years, NASA and DARPA have
collaborated on the SPHERES flight experiment.
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Originated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
the Synchronized Position Hold, Engage, Reorient
Experimental Satellites (SPHERES) have been tested
repeatedly on the International Space Station,
demonstrating controlled autonomous flight and
formation flight of three spacecraft, among other
accomplishments. In 2010, NASA and DARPA
awarded a grant to UMd to develop a version of
SPHERES which could be used operationally outside of
ISS to perform a variety of tasks, starting with
structural inspection. This program, called ExoSPHERES, is also currently under development in the
SSL.
Exo-SPHERES is required to be operable both inside
and outside of ISS, and required to be compatible with
the use of the Kibo airlock in the Japanese Experiment
Module for access to and from the exterior. In basic
functionality, Exo-SPHERES has a fair amount of
commonality with DYMAFLEX, in that it is a
spacecraft bus with a major dimension of about 50 cm
using CO2 cold gas for the reaction control system. At
that point, however, the mission and systems design
diverges.

Figure 8 - Exo-SPHERES vehicle in basic ISS
inspection configuration
systems architecture includes the design of a flight
support station, which mounted into the Kibo airlock.
This system will allow the Exo-SPHERES vehicle to be
resupplied with consumables and to have its batteries
recharged while in vacuum. and will allow 3-5 sorties
of the vehicle before the airlock will have to be
repressurized for replenishment of the CO2 supply
cylinders.

Exo-SPHERES is a full maneuvering spacecraft bus,
which must be capable of proximity operations
(including close proximity to contact-sensitive surfaces)
as well as three-axis attitude stabilization. It must
operate under positive control and monitoring of the
ISS crew and Mission Control, and meet stringent
requirements for visiting vehicles at ISS.

The Exo-SPHERES base vehicle is equipped with
docking interfaces on each end for advanced mission
packages (AMPs), which are specific payloads for the
mission being undertaken. Figure 8 shows the baseline
vehicle configuration for ISS structural inspection
sorties, which emphasizes multiple cameras for
inspection and flight control, as well as supplemental
lighting for adequate vision in all orbital lighting
conditions. AMPs could include servicing modules with
dexterous manipulators and vision systems, specialized
instrumentation, or other mission-specific payloads.

At the same time, unlike the highly risk-adverse culture
of the USAF University Nanosat Program, the ExoSPHERES sponsors strongly encouraged “outside-thebox” thinking and the adoption of innovative
technologies and system architectures. At the same
time, it became clear that the termination of the space
shuttle program would have profound implications on
ISS procedures of importance to Exo-SPHERES, such
as a real drive to minimize airlock depressurization/
repressurization cycles to minimize expendables usage.

In initial applications, AMP reconfiguration will be
primarily manual, and the Exo-SPHERES base vehicle
and one AMP is the largest configuration which can fit
into the Kibo airlock. The Exo-SPHERES system
architecture is aimed at a longer-range applications,
where an assortment of AMPs are stored externally, and
the base vehicle can autonomously dock to the AMPs
required for a specific sortie. This would eliminate the
volumetric limits on the final Exo-SPHERES
configuration, and would also allow system modules
which would not be allowed inside ISS, such as a
hydrazine-based high-performance propulsion stage
which would allow Exo-SPHERES operations beyond
the proximity of ISS. Studies have also examined the
utility of Exo-SPHERES vehicles to assist humans in
the exploration of near-Earth objects.3

The SSL responded to these sponsor desires by
emphasizing modularity and adaptability of
ExoSPHERES to a wide range of operational missions
at ISS and beyond. As shown in Figure 8, ExoSPHERES is, like DYMAFLEX, octagonal in shape
with thrusters on chamfered edges. This shape was
found to be ideal for vehicles like these, in which
volumetric constraints drive the system to fit within a
rectangular solid geometry. The basic vehicle, in the
middle of the image, contains avionics, reaction control
system, and energy storage. Since Exo-SPHERES
missions are based at ISS and are nominally a few
hours in duration, Exo-SPHERES operates entirely on
batteries, and does not incorporate solar arrays. To
facilitate operational use at ISS, the Exo-SPHERES
Akin
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SCAMP FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION CONCEPT
Both DYMAFLEX and Exo-SPHERES are aimed at
the development and delivery of protoflight vehicles;
while they will be capable of space flight, a number of
programmatic and budget decisions external to the
program must take place for them to proceed to flight.
Even if both systems fly and function perfectly, a
number of technologies critical to smallsat on-orbit
servicing will remain to be demonstrated. This include
orbital maneuvering (rendezvous and extended-field
proximity operations), as well as dexterous servicing. It
is unlikely that any operational mission would accept a
proposal for a smallsat servicer without a prior flight
demonstration of an end-to-end system.
To address this critical intermediate step, the SSL has
been looking beyond SCAMP and Exo-SPHERES to an
affordable flight demonstration system which could
provide the proof of concept needed for operational
usage, and potentially commercial investment. For
economy, this flight experiment is also based on a
secondary ESPA launch, and will have to be selfcontained to minimize any impacts of this test mission
on the primary mission payload or launch vehicle. The
overall concept for this end-to-end flight demonstration
has been named the Smallsat Concept for Advanced
Manipulation and Proxops, or SCAMP.

Figure 9 - Notional concept for SCAMP flight
demonstration vehicle
most hazardous operations incurred with a hydrazine
system.
Two 7 DOF Proteus manipulators, developed by the
SSL, are mounted on the forward spacecraft body.
These manipulators are each less than 10 kg in mass,
and accommodate a number of possible end effectors.
They will be used for grappling and berthing the
proximity operations targets, which are Cubesats
carried on SCAMP and deployed at the start of mission
operations. The manipulators are evolutionary
descendants of the UMd Ranger manipulators, which
were certified for Shuttle launch and operations prior to
the termination of dedicated science missions following
the Columbia accident. As such, they provide sufficient
force to match or exceed EVA crew capabilities in
terms of force, torque, and tip speed. A dexterous
manipulation task board will be integrated onto the
underside of the SCAMP forward structure, providing a
rich test environment to quantify manipulator
capabilities and demonstrate dexterous robotic
operations on-orbit. Visual coverage is provided by
multiple cameras, mounted on the manipulators, solar
arrays, task board, and spacecraft body.

SCAMP Spacecraft Description
The SCAMP spacecraft concept is shown notionally in
Figure 9. Drawing heavily from existing designs from
the current smallsats under development in the SSL, the
spacecraft is sized for secondary EELV launch on an
EELV Secondary Payload Adapter (ESPA) ring. The
baseline assumes the use and constraints of an ESPA
ring slot, fitting in a volume of 0.6m x 0.6 m x 1.0 m,
with a total mass less than 180 kg. A Lightband system
will be used for spacecraft separation. All spacecraft
systems will be inert and multiply inhibited throughout
pad operations, launch, and flight operations through
primary payload delivery.
The SCAMP spacecraft bus incorporates required flight
subsystems, including S-band
communications
compatible with deployment into either a low Earth
orbit (LEO) or geostationary transfer orbit (GTO). The
system is compatible with TDRSS for LEO operations,
but is also designed for operation from a single lowcost dedicated ground station to minimize costs and
integration requirements, given a high enough orbital
altitude to provide significant communications
windows. The spacecraft bus is equipped with a full 6
DOF reaction control system using stored carbon
dioxide cold-gas propellant. CO2 stores as a liquid with
much higher density and total impulse per unit volume
than compressed gas, and the use of a cold-gas system
significantly reduces development costs and eliminates
Akin

Two Cubesats will be integrated into the SCAMP body,
and removed and released via autonomous manipulator
operation. The first 2U Cubesat target will have local
communications to SCAMP, along with test equipment
such as a GPS receiver for differential ranging and
active light sources for grapple target discrimination. It
will have reaction wheels for three-axis stabilization,
providing a stable cooperative target for approach and
grapple. The second 1U Cubesat target will incorporate
minimal communications and visual targets, but will
not be inertially stabilized. Between the lack of
established attitude and the response of a lightweight
spacecraft to plume impingement, it represents a
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challenging test of near-field proximity operations and
active grappling.

buoyancy version of SCAMP, a successful flight test
will validate the entire concept of underwater
simulation of microgravity dynamics, allowing much
greater access to flight-type conditions without the
expense of space flight.

Technology Challenges
A number of additional technology developments will
be required for a successful SCAMP flight
demonstration mission. These include the ability to
perform accuate navigations from visual inputs, as well
as accurate navigation and trajectory generation
algorithms. Specific technology targets for this program
include:

Detailed SCAMP Systems Breakdown
The overall system block diagram for SCAMP is shown
in Figure 10. The details of each of these systems will
be presented in the following subsections. It is
important to note that, in addition to “classical” satellite
systems, SCAMP has unique requirements in terms of
the robotic systems, vision system, and computation in
the command & data handling system. It also has
significantly higher performance requirements for the
reaction control system to perform rendezvous and
proximity operations, as compared to conventional
satellite systems.

Vision-based Manipulation:
Autonomous grapple
operations will be performed using vision-servoed
manipulator control. This will be demonstrated based
on both passive optical targets and active LED-based
encoding of grapple fixture position and attitude. Truth
data (and redundant sensors for mission assurance) will
be provided by a LIDAR system in the forward body of
the spacecraft.

Structures and Mechanisms: Exo-SPHERES uses an
innovative structural approach, wherein the component
systems packaging comes together to form the structure
of the spacecraft itself. While this will be considered for
SCAMP, the baseline at the start of the project will be
the more traditional isogrid structural configuration. As
shown in Figure 11, the SCAMP spacecraft bus
structure will be composed of planar isogrid panels,
joined mechanically to form the structural shell of the
vehicle. Diagonal plates will truncate the corners of the
spacecraft from a square to an octagon, providing
mounting locations for thruster packages while
respecting the volumetric constraints of the ESPA
requirements.

Differential GPS Navigation: Via an inter-spacecraft
UHF data link, GPS readings will be shared and
differenced to determine relative position and rates.
This will involve sensor fusion with onboard inertial
measurement and traditional navigation sensors such as
Earth limb sensors and sun trackers.
Nonlinear Adaptive Navigation: The full nonlinear
equations of relative orbital motion will be solved
onboard to produce optimal approaches to close
proximity including effects traditionally isolated and
minimized, such as unresolved out-of-plane errors. This
system will be capable projecting required deceleration
maneuvers in the terminal approach and incorporating
constraints such as minimizing thruster firings facing
the target vehicle to minimize plume impingement
effects.

While the robotic manipulators merit their own system
designation, a number of mechanical systems are also
incorporated into the SCAMP spacecraft bus. The
Proteus manipulators will be held down with
nonexplosive separation devices, such as Frangibolts, as
are the four deployable solar arrays. Antennas will also
be stowed for launch and deployed upon reaching orbit.

High-Fidelity Ground Analogue Verification: Future
efforts at advanced proximity operations would be
enhanced if the results of the flight experiment served
to validate full DOF ground-based simulations, rather
than merely demonstrate success for the specific
technologies flown. One of the paradigms for the
SCAMP mission is to develop and perform validation
testing on a neutral buoyancy version of the spacecraft
in the UMd Neutral Buoyancy Research Facility
(NBRF). This facility features a 16 m diameter by 8 m
deep water tank, equipped with 12 high-precision
underwater motion capture cameras to provide
subcentimeter resolution of position and velocity for an
effectively unlimited number of tracking targets. This
allows the use of adaptive model-referenced control
systems which force the underwater vehicle to behave
dynamically as if it were in space, removing the
damping effects of water drag and virtual mass. By
validating the simulation codes used on the neutral
Akin

Figure 10 - SCAMP systems block diagram
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Figure 12 - SCAMP command and data handling
system block diagram
actuators through the FPGA interface, which is itself
radiation tolerant. In the event of a payload computer
latch-up or upset, the remaining two portions of the
C&DH system will ensure safe operation while the
payload computer is restarted or other workarounds are
completed.
Electrical Power Subsystem – EPS is also challenging
for a robotic system. While the nominal power
requirement for both Proteus arms in operation is less
than 50W, a worst-case system-wide stall could put a
demand on the system for up to 1500 W for a short
period of time. While it is not necessary to design the
EPS to supply that much power, it is necessary to
design it to safely withstand what would otherwise
appear to be a dead short across the power supply. In
addition, the EPS needs to conserve power during
extended charging periods to store enough energy for
the planned robotic test operating sessions. Battery
choices, solar array sizing, and peak power tracking
systems will be designed to accommodate the demands
of both the spacecraft bus and the robotic payloads.

Figure 11 - Exploded diagram of SCAMP primary
structural components
Attitude Determination and Control System:
The
ADCS system is responsible for maintaining SCAMP in
a solar inertial attitude for battery charging, maintaining
and updating state estimates from the IMUs, and
obtaining ephemeris data from GPS signals. The
SCAMP GPS data is compared to data transmitted from
the targetsat to obtain relative position between the two
spacecraft for proximity operations calculations. Three
MEMS-based IMUs are incorporated to provide
redundancy and improved state estimation, and attitude
maneuvering may either be performed internal to this
system using the three reaction wheels, or via
propulsive maneuvering with the reaction control
system. Three passive hysteresis rods are also included
for safe mode operations, in order to damp any
rotational energy imparted to the vehicle via either the
RCS or coupled manipulator dynamics.

Thermal Control System: The basic concept of the
thermal control system, in common with ExoSPHERES and DYMAFLEX, is to design the system to
facilitate passive thermal control to the extent possible.
The Proteus arms are designed to a similar thermal
standard as the Ranger arms. During their qualification
for shuttle flight, the Ranger arms were tested in
thermal vacuum tests at the NASA Johnson Space
Center, and successfully demonstrated full operability
throughout the range of temperatures expected in the
orbiter payload bay with nothing other than contact
conduction of actuator heat to the surface of the arm for
passive radiative thermal equilibrium. Thermal control
of internal satellite systems, including avionics, power,
and propulsion, are based on standard practices for
smallsats including multilayer insulation and electrical
resistance strip heaters where analysis indicates they are
necessary.

Command and Data Handling: The C&DH system is
shown in block diagram form in Figure 12. This system
is particularly challenging on SCAMP due to the
computational demands of the robotic systems,
particularly when controlling in cartesian coordinate
frames and integrating compliance into contact
dynamics. As a result, the computational system is
broken into three heterogeneous systems: an FPGAbased dedicated controller for vehicle interfacing and
safe mode operations, a radiation tolerant processor for
basic maneuvering and operations, and a high-capacity
COTS processor for computationally-intensive tasks,
such as robot control or nonlinear orbital mechanics.
While the COTS processor for the robotics and
navigation payloads will be less tolerant of radiation
than the vehicle computer, it is isolated from all
Akin
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Communication Systems:
Primary communications
between the ground control site and SCAMP will be
accomplished via a dedicated S-band link, with UHF/
VHF low-bandwidth links for backup and emergency
response in the event the spacecraft safes without
warning.

propellant, stored under pressure as a liquid, allows
higher storage mass of propellant per unit volume of
tank, thereby providing higher delta-V to the vehicle.
The choice of a cold-gas system does limit total mission
ΔV to the range of 50-100 m/sec, depending on
propellant load, final vehicle mass, and nozzle
efficiency. While a hydrazine monopropellant system
would provide significantly higher ΔV for the installed
mass, the physical hazards and biological toxicity of
hydrazine preclude its use in the university
environment, or at the planned level of funding. The
limited ΔV capacity, matched with expected ΔV use in
a nominal approach to grapple, will inform the decision
on the maximum separation distance between the target
spacecraft and SCAMP, and on the number of
rendezvous maneuvers attempted. The mission plan
(described below) emphasizes an evolutionary series of
separations and re-rendezvous to increasing distances,
which should culmination in at least one separation of a
kilometer or more with successful return to grapple.

It should be noted that there are two feasible
approaches to SCAMP on-orbit operations, based on
the secondary launch opportunity. If SCAMP is
deployed into a low Earth orbit, it can operate either
direct to a ground station (direct to Earth, or DTE) or
via TDRSS relay using an S-band transceiver. The
communications system specified is certified for
TDRSS operations, but is also capable of being used
DTE, which would be the back-up to nominal
telerobotic operations via TDRSS. This system would
accommodate a nominal bandwidth of 2 Mbps, which
will allow compressed video signals to the ground
control station. The concept of operations allows for
three months of TDRSS S-band access, followed by
transition to an entirely DTE operating mode for
continued testing throughout the life of the SCAMP
vehicle. Given that a typical LEO orbit would only
allow 5-6 minute contact times during most ground
passes, this extended operations mode would focus
largely on autonomous operations which could be done
while outside of ground contact with subsequent data
downlink.

The RCS thrusters are connected to the selfpressurizing CO2 tank, and are grouped in “quads” of
four thrusters equally spaced around the periphery of
the SCAMP spacecraft bus. Isolation valves allow
shutting down CO2 supply to a leaking thruster to
prevent inadvertent linear and/or angular accelerations.
Rather than shut down an entire quad, the individual
solenoid valves in a quad are cross-connected to
different isolation valves to ensure that one isolation
valve failure does not impede full six-axis RCS control
of SCAMP.

Alternatively, many EELV launches would deploy
SCAMP into a geostationary transfer orbit (GTO). This
would be a highly elliptical orbit with an apogee near
GEO, and a perigee in low LEO. If there is a
communications window closer to apogee,
communications windows of several hours would be
available DTE, at the expense of lower bandwidth or
higher gain antenna requirements due to longer freespace path lengths. In either case, the selected S-band
transceiver is suitable for the mission requirements;
primary accommodation to the selected orbit will be in
onboard and ground antennas, which will allow
remanifesting until late in the development program
without undue penalties in time or budget.

Vision Systems:
Cameras are essential to robotic
operations, both autonomous and teleoperated. Except
for the simplest of “pick-and-place” automated tasks,
machine vision is necessary to verify grasping target,
successful capture, and fine alignment prior to
connection or insertion. The same is clearly true for
teleoperation, as visual feedback is primary for human
operators, and in many cases represents the only real
state knowledge being returned from the work site.
The initial design concept for the Ranger free-flying
vehicle incorporated a camera positioning manipulator,
moving a pair of stereo cameras around in space to get
the desired views to the human operator. In the 1993
time frame where the Ranger free-flying servicing
vehicle was conceived, this was a reasonable approach,
given the cost and mass of the cameras of the day and
limitations in video switching and downlink
compression.

The UHF/VHF uplink/downlink is based on COTS
Cubesat communications modules, capable of
commanding basic operations and uplinking small
software patches, limited by the DTE communications
windows and a 19,200 bps data rate. It is conceivable
that some mission science objectives could be
accomplished via the low-bandwidth UHF/VHF,
although it would be far reduced from that attainable
with the high data rate S-band system.

Today, however, high quality cameras are available in
sub-centimeter sizes with masses of only a few grams,
and video compression and switching is easily
accomplished in high-density digital processing chips.
Rather than dedicate the volume and mass of a

Reaction Control System: The full six-axis reaction
control system allows holonomic vehicle control at all
times, and is required for the rendezvous and proximity
operations mission objectives. The adoption of CO2
Akin
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additional manipulator for camera positioning, SCAMP
will be equipped with a number of different cameras
around the vehicle, oriented on known view angles for
various teleoperated or automated tasks, including
servicing on the task board, target tracking, and grapple
operations. Camera mounting locations on the tips of
the deployed solar arrays will be particularly attractive,
as the distance attained will allow wider-angle views
for situational awareness, and widely divergent viewing
angles will produce pronounced motion parallax cues
for three-dimensional location of robotic targets, such
as those on the servicing task board. Cameras will be
coupled with LED-based lighting sources for
illumination in shadow of the vehicle or during
nighttime passes around Earth.

with defined interfaces, providing standardization in
software interfaces, real-time communications between
components, run-time reconfigurability in the
interconnectivity network, and support for scripting and
parameter specification at run-time.
All code will be written in C or C++, taking advantage
of object-oriented programming capabilities inherent in
those languages. Validation and verification will be
accomplished in multiple ways: “extreme
programming” practices of coding teams, operation
against a software model of SCAMP, operation on the
neutral buoyancy SCAMP vehicle, and ultimately
operation on-orbit on SCAMP with outputs inhibited
but logged for reconstruction of results prior to enabling
the use of modified software loads.

Accurate tracking of the target vehicle is critical for
successful rendezvous and docking. One of the best
state-of-the-art systems to accomplish this is a flash
LIDAR system. While the differential GPS approach
should produce accurate, if noisy relative navigation
estimates which could be used alone for proximity
operations, the SCAMP body-mounted LIDAR should
greatly improve range, range-rate, and pose estimation,
and provide a redundant data source to the GPS-based
system.

Robotics: The robotics systems are critical to the
success of the SCAMP mission, as they are used for
grappling and berthing the target Cubesat spacecraft
throughout the proximity operations phase of the
mission, and are then central to the satellite servicing
activities. SCAMP will be equipped with two Proteus
manipulators, developed in-house in the UMd Space
Systems Laboratory. Each dexterous manipulator is 7
cm in diameter and 1.5 meters long, with seven degrees
of freedom in a roll-pitch-roll-pitch-roll-pitch-roll
kinematic configuration, as shown in Figure 14.

Software: It is starting to be understood in the space
community that software is frequently the longest path
and greatest cost item in spacecraft development. This
is especially true for the SCAMP mission, as
computation-dependent mission objectives such as
robotic automation and nonlinear adaptive rendezvous
navigation are highly software-dependent. The software
functional block diagram for SCAMP is shown in
Figure 13.

The Proteus manipulator system draws directly from
the technologies used in the Ranger program for
NASA. Designed as a low-cost shuttle-based
demonstration of dexterous robotic satellite servicing,
the Ranger dexterous manipulators are eight degrees of
freedom with interchangeable end effectors for adapting
to a wide range of possible interfaces. In the Proteus
system, a frameless brushless DC electric motor powers
the actuator, with a 100:1 ratio harmonic drive
providing speed and torque matching to the
manipulator. Magnetic encoders provide absolute

Processors on SCAMP will run a Linux operating
system with real-time extensions. The SCAMP control
code will be built on the OROCOS open-source robotic
control software, which enforces modular architecture
and standardized interprocess communications
protocols. This component-based architecture
encapsulates software into reusable functional blocks

Figure 14 - Proteus 7 DOF dexterous manipulator
for SCAMP, shown with parallel-jaw end effector

Figure 13 - SCAMP software architecture
Akin
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measurement of actuator pose on the output side, and
are teamed with the commutation encoders in the motor
windings to provide redundant measurements of joint
angles. This data is processed in the onboard software
to minimize any potential for a joint runaway in the
robotic system. Heat from the field coils in the motor
stator are conductively coupled to the exterior surface
of the actuator, allowing a fully passive thermal control
system for the manipulators. An interchangeable end
effector mechanism allows the automated changing of
end effectors for specific tasks. Candidate end effectors
will be tested and downselected in the development
process to best accommodate the needs of both target
satellite capture and servicing task board manipulation.

coincident, which eliminates any tendency to assume a
fixed rotational orientation due to the effect of a “keel”.
In support of this objective, each link of the Proteus
manipulators will have to be neutrally buoyant as well,
so that arm pose does not couple into vehicle
orientation. It should be noted that, like Ranger, Proteus
manipulators were designed from the outset to be
functional in the underwater environment.
Between the onboard inertial measurement units and
the 12-camera Qualisys motion capture system in the
NBRF water tank, we can obtain full state feedback on
an effectively unlimited number of systems in the
water. This system will provide relative range and
range-rate information, similar to that expected in
flight. Relatively low-cost non-flight-rated flash
LIDAR units will provide LIDAR information within
the maximum separation distance of the NBRF tank.
Given the full state feedback and equivalent sensor
data, we plan to implement a model-referenced control
system which will provide SCAMP NBV with
dynamics equivalent to those of the space flight vehicle,
nulling out all hydrodynamic effects of underwater
testing. This will allow highly accurate simulation of
terminal approach to grapple. Various approaches will
be implemented to accurate Cubesat motion
underwater, including physical motion of the target
Cubesat model with another SSL underwater robot
arm ,or the potential development of an NBV version of
the Cubesat target vehicle.

Target Subsatellites: In order to fully exercise the
proximity operations and relative maneuvering
objectives of this program, SCAMP will carry two
subsatellites to be used as rendezvous and grapple
targets. Both will be essentially commercial off-theshelf (COTS) Cubesats, with the primary addition of a
GPS receiver and short-range UHF radio for
communicating to SCAMP. Initial test operations will
be performed on a 2U Cubesat, incorporating three
reaction wheels for inertial stabilization. This will
provide a stable target for grappling, which will be
performed both autonomously (via onboard vision and
optical targets on the Cubesat) and via teleoperations.
Corner reflectors will augment optical return to ensure
that SCAMP’s onboard LIDAR unit can maintain a
solid track on the target well past the maximum
separation distance, which will be determined to be
between 1-5 km based on development test data.

Ground Control Station:
For human-in-the-loop
control of robots, the design and implementation of the
ground control station is critical. While a number of
advanced research options are available, the
development plan for the ground station is to start with
high-capacity graphics computers and large monitors,
along with two pairs of spacecraft-standard 3DOF hand
controllers. This would allow two operators to control
two arms independently, or one arm and the SCAMP
spacecraft, or two slaved arms and the spacecraft bus.
An early research topic based on the use of Proteus
arms in the laboratory or on the NBV unit will be to
assess the functionality of alternative input devices,
focusing on systems which would allow one operator to
perform dual 6DOF endpoint control of the SCAMP
arms. Sample systems would include optical or inertial
tracking of the operator’s arms for master-slave
teleoperation, or the use of 6DOF “mini-masters” from
the undersea community. Standardized testing protocols
will be implemented to ensure rigorous evaluation of
candidate robotic input devices, and extensive use of
the ground control station will be made with SCAMP
NBV for procedures development, operator training,
and collection of baseline data prior to and during flight
operations.

The second Cubesat target will be a 1U system, without
active attitude control system. This will provide a more
challenging target for relative maneuvering later in the
mission, and will serve as a backup throughout in case
of permanent separation from the primary 2U target.
Neutral Buoyancy Vehicle:
The SCAMP neutral
buoyancy vehicle (NBV) will be built up as part of the
design and development process for the flight unit. The
SSL has demonstrated in past programs that the parallel
development of underwater and space versions of
complete functional systems produces better quality
products, and provides a robust and well-exercised
development/qualification unit for the flight vehicle.
To the extent possible, SCAMP NBV will be identical
to the flight vehicle, except for the use of
commercially-developed ducted fan propulsion units
instead of cold-gas thrusters and other accommodations
to the underwater environment, including waterproofing
of electronic packages and provision of larger battery
packs to account for the energy requirements of the
thrusters. Variable ballast and buoyancy modules will
be incorporated into the design to allow fine adjustment
of the center of mass and center of buoyancy to be
Akin
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SCAMP Mission Plan/Concept of Operations

Following the successful completion of proximity
operations experiments, the dexterous manipulators will
be used to demonstrate on-orbit autonomous robotic
servicing and maintenance. A task board on the exterior
surface of SCAMP will be situated to allow single- and
dual-arm access, and a number of test servicing
operations will be demonstrated on this task board.
With the successful completion of this segment of the
mission, SCAMP will have demonstrated all on-orbit
robotic capabilities critical to satellite servicing, large
structure assembly, and maintenance and upgrades to
human missions ranging from ISS to deep space
exploration targets.

At separation from the launch vehicle, the launch
inhibits will be released, and SCAMP will enter its
activation phase. The four solar arrays will be released
and deployed, forming an aft-facing cruciform structure
to maximize available power. The manipulators will be
released from launch restraints, and autonomously
exercised to verify full functionality. Communications
will be established with the ground station, and
checkout data downloaded during 3-4 daily passes for
verification of vehicle and system status.
Following receipt of a ground command, SCAMP will
use a manipulator to release a target satellite from its
launch restraints and pick it up with the arm. In initial
testing, the 2U Cubesat target will be passed back and
forth between manipulators, ensuring functionality of
the grapple fixtures and end effectors. Force-torque
sensors will measure forces imparted on the targetsat
during capture, allowing ground reconstruction of what
the Cubesat’s dynamic response would have been if the
target had been released. As tests proceed, the holding
arm will actively move the target spacecraft in response
to imparted forces, providing realistic experience in
grappling without running the risk of losing the
targetsat.

CONCLUSIONS
For too long, smallsats have been viewed as the
purview of simple science instruments and student
projects. At the same time, robotic servicers have been
considered exclusively as “battlestar”-class missions,
costing hundreds of millions of dollars and requiring a
dedicated EELV-class launch. Through the use of
student design projects and available funding sources,
the University of Maryland is trying to break out of
both mindsets to develop and demonstrate smallsatbased servicing technologies on-orbit. DYMAFLEX
and Exo-SPHERES are ongoing programs which will
be candidates for early flights, if such opportunities
exist in the current budget situation. SCAMP builds on
their technologies, and for a few million dollars and a
secondary ESPA launch would demonstrate smallsat
servicing operations in an end-to-end fashion. From that
point, the sky is no longer the limit...

With the successful completion of the captive tests, the
targetsat will be released and regrappled immediately.
This will be followed by release with arm retraction and
re-extension, and ultimately by SCAMP translation to
increasing values of separation distance followed by
approach and grapple. During this test series, the two
spacecraft will be restricted to no more than 20 meters
separation to minimize gravity gradient effects.
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The subsequent phase of testing will incorporate
separation and return at distances where gravity
gradient effects are significant. The inter-spacecraft
UHF communications system will have a range of
approximately 30 km, representing an upper range of
possible separation, although most tests will start at a
separation of 1-5 km. In each test, SCAMP will
separate, create autonomous guidance algorithms based
on relative ephemeris data from the GPS receivers on
each spacecraft, and execute an approach maneuver
leading up to final approach and grapple. The current
state of the art for rendezvous approach requires
specific relative geometries of target and chaser
spacecraft, initially with final approach either along the
velocity vector (“V-bar”) or radius vector (“R-bar”) to
simplify approach calculations. One of the technology
advances to be demonstrated by SCAMP will be
optimal nonlinear rendezvous analysis, allowing direct
approach to grapple without the traditional process of
minimizing out-of-plane errors, approaching along a
major axis of the rotating relative coordinate frame, and
so on.
Akin
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